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What is  Nanocluster? 
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Geometric structure

Usually the crystal structure of a large nanocluster is the same as 

the bulk structure of the material, with a few different lattice 

parameters(in general clusters are slightly contracted as 

compared to bulk ) 

Electronic structure

Structural magic numbers affect the formation and abundances

of larger clusters, whereas for the case of smaller clusters the

combined electronic structure of all the atoms is of greater
importance.



Magic Number 

Magic-number clusters are an important topic in cluster science. According to the spherical jellium model, 

nearspherical metal clusters with specific number of valence electrons, e.g., 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58,¯, are very 

strong because of their closed electronic shells. These clusters are called (electronic) magic-number clusters due 

to their high stability and much higher abundance in mass spectrometric studies than other sizes of metal 

clusters. Another sign  of electronic magic-number clusters is that they typically have much larger energy gap 

between the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO 

gap) than their neighboring-size clusters.

Magic Numbers: (n+1)(n+2)  2, 8, 20, 40, 70, 112



Jellium model 
The Jellium model replaces the ions with a uniform positive background and ignores the discrete ionic 

structure (structureless solid). The valence electrons are then confined by this positively charged background,

The jellium model envisions a cluster of atoms as a single large atom, where the distribution of ionic cores is 

replaced by a constant positive background, the so called “jellium density”, and only valence   electrons are 

treated explicitly.

In effect a large spherically symmetric potential well is used to represent the potential describing the 

interaction of valence electrons with the positive spherical charge distribution. Energy levels can be

calculated by solving the Schr¨odinger equations in a fashion analogous to that for the hydrogen atom.



As can be seen from the jellium model, the electronic structure of a cluster varies from that that of

a single atom, but it also varies greatly from that of a bulk material. When a bulk lattice is formed,

the discrete energy levels of the atoms are smuged out into energy bands. E.g. valence bands and

conduction bands exist in semiconductors and metals. As particles shrink in size there is a dramatic

change in these bands, as the continuous density of states in bulk is replaced with a set of discrete

energy levels.



Melting tempretures

Another effect caused by a high surface to volume ratio in clusters, is a substantially lower melting 

temperature as compared to bulk materials. Unusual phenomena such as negative heat capacities 

have also been observed in clusters (at the melting temperature, an increase of the internal energy of 

Na+
147 by 1 eV leads to a decrease in temperature by about 10 K). In large enough systems added 

energy is converted completely into potential energy, reducing continuously the fraction of its solid 

phase. The kinetic energy and thus the temperature remain constant. A small system, on the other 

hand, tries to avoid partly molten states and prefers to convert some of its kinetic energy into 

potential energy instead. Therefore the cluster can become colder, while its total energy increases.

Variation in the melting point with respect to decreases in particle size     (1) Au Cluster  (2) CdS



Measurements on metallic clusters

•The stability of clusters
fundumental subject research multiply charge small cluster, depond on cluster size, charge state, material.  

In some    cases fission caused by columb repulsion (like charges concentrate in the cluster smaller than the 

critical size.

• Ionization potentials 
The threshold ionization potentials for sequences of alkali metal clusters drop abruptly following spherical

and ellipsoidal shell closings and deponds on cluster size and tempreture(The breadth of the ionization

threshold depends on the cluster tempreture)

•Photoelectron spectroscopy 
•Photoelectron spectra of clusters give the electron affinities and energy levels and electronic 

levels of the system and results are good agreement with other level spectroscopies that identify 

shell closings and indicate evolution from cluster to bulk material

•Static electric polarizability
This property is a direct measure of electronic screeningThe pervasive jellium implies delocalization of the

conduction electrons.Because the shell model implies that there is a large energy gap in shell closings, one

expects spherical clusters to have low polarizabilities compared with adjacent clusters in a sequence.



Measurements on metallic clusters

Metal cluster magnetism
In a cluster the magnetic moment of each atom will interact with the moments of the other atoms,

and can force all the moments to align in one direction with respect to some symmetry axis of the

cluster has net magnetic moment ,cluster size decreases it becomes easier for them to exhibit

ferromagnetic behaviour. even clusters made up of nonmagnetic atoms can have a net magnetic

moment.

Reactivity
Reactivity is highly dependent on the electronic structure and electronic structure of nanoclusters

depends on their size, reactivity also depend on size. Larg variation in the reactivity of clusters if

even different by only one atom. This has important applications for the design of catalytic

agents.nanoclusters more rectivity from the bulk.



Nanocluster applications
Applications of physically manufactured nanoclusters generally rely on the use of

nanocluster beams and the deposition of clusters on surfaces.

The morphology of thin films made from deposited clusters depends on substrate, particle

materials, tempretures,impact energy of the cluster.The resulting features produced with cluster

beams generally rely on the energy at which the clusters are deposited. Generally, three energy

regimes are distinguished, low energy (∼0.1 eV/atom), medium energy (1–10 eV/atom) and high

energy (>10 eV/atom). low-energy deposition produces a opaque, easily removed film, little

distortion,there is no damage to the surface. And at medium energies the film adheres

more strongly to the substrate and is coloured,(remain intact) but but their mophology

modified and maybe induces defect on the surface .at high energy ,surface damaged that

runs several layers deep and high-energy deposition gives a hard shiny metallic coating.

Molecular dynamics simulations of the impact of individual Mo clusters and the morphology of

the cluster-assembled films created on a Mo(1 0 0) surface as afunction of the cluster energy:

(a, d) 0.1 eV/atom; (b, e) 1 eV/atom; (c, f) 10

eV/atom.


